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Abstract
The radiation efficiency of a structural element is required by some models in or-
der to predict its sound insulation. A common assumption is that the radiation
on both sides of the element is the same. This is not true for asymmetrical struc-
tural elements like lightweight floors consisting of a beam-supported flat board. The
radiation efficiency is larger on the beam side, because the beams act as exciters
and increase the pressure level in the room. These different radiation efficiencies
are calculated here for a two-dimensional cross-section by using finite elements and
boundary elements. The obtained preliminary results illustrate that considering a
single radiation efficiency can be a source of errors and that further investigation is
required in order to improve predictions.
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1 Introduction
The radiation of sound from a vibrating elastic solid immersed in an acoustic
fluid is a common problem in acoustic engineering. The most relevant output
of interest is the radiation efficiency σ, defined as
σ =
Prad
ρ0cS < V˜ 2n >
with Prad =
∮
I · n dS (1)
where Prad is the acoustic power flow through a closed, arbitrary surface ra-
diated by the vibrating solid, c the speed of sound, ρ0 the fluid density, I
the acoustic intensity, S the surface of the radiating body and Vn the normal
velocity of the vibrating surface, averaged in time (•˜) and in space (< • >).
An important issue in building acoustics is whether the radiation efficiency of
a wall or a floor is the same for both faces. The structural elements are often
not symmetric (e.g. beam-supported flat board). The radiation efficiency is an
input parameter of SEA models and some flanking transmission models [1,2].
A common assumption is that the radiation efficiency is the same for both
sides. However, for the case of lightweight structures it may be important to
use two different values depending on the radiation side. This is suggested in
[3,4] and corroborated here on the basis of a numerical simulation.
In Section 2, the problem is studied at the cross-section level. Two-dimensional
FEM and BEM models are used in order to calculate the radiation efficiency
of a flat board. In Section 3 the radiation of a floor with beams is considered.
2 A numerical model for the calculation of the radiation efficiency
In the examples presented here, finite domains are considered. The radiation
efficiency, Eq. (1), is computed from outputs of the numerical model. The
averaged velocity < V˜ 2n > can be obtained by averaging the vibration field
over a structure. In order to obtain the radiated power two assumptions are
made: i) the pressure field in the room is diffuse; ii) the absorption of the room
can be calculated by means of the admittance in the absorbing contours.
By means of simplified wave-based models [5,6], a relation between the aver-
aged absorption coefficient αi and the impedance of absorbing boundaries can
be established. Then the total absorbed acoustic power can be calculated as
Pabs =
∑
i
SiIincαi (2)
where Si is the surface of each absorbing boundary and αi its absorption
coefficient. Iinc is the incident acoustic intensity in the room contours.
The first assumption is not satisfied in the low frequency range where the
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Table 2
Eigenfrequency fn and geometrical coincident frequency fgc of structural modes.
n 1 . . . 10 11 12 13 . . . 16
fgc 56.67 . . . 566.67 623.33 680 736.67 . . . 906.67
fn 5.04 . . . 504.76 610.99 727.44 854.12 . . . 1295.89
to the average of the seven load positions. Differences are more relevant in the
low frequency range where the structural vibration depends on the excited
modes. On the contrary, very small differences are found for mid and high
frequencies.
The radiation efficiency is high when the wave number of the structural vibra-
tions and the pressure wave are similar [8]. The wave number for the vibration
mode associated with the eigenfrequency
fn =
1
2π
√√√√√ EI
ρsolid
(
A− I
(
nπ
ℓ
)2)
(
nπ
ℓ
)2
(7)
is kn = nπ/ℓ. The wave number of pressure waves is k = ω/c. Thus, if we
impose both wave numbers to be the same, k = kn, we can define a geometrical
coincidence frequency fgc. For the case of the beam and considering parallel
acoustic waves, it can be expressed as fgc = knc/2π (this value is different if
other directions of acoustic waves are considered).
The maximum radiation is reached when the two frequencies fn and fgc are
similar. In this situation, a frequency f ≈ fn ≈ fgc excites the eigenmodes of
the structure that can radiate more sound. In Table 2 the structural eigenfre-
quency fn and the geometrical coincidence frequency fgc for some structural
modes are shown. We can see how this critical frequency of approximately
630 Hz is found between modes 11 and 12. In the numerical experiment, the
maximum radiation efficiency is also found in this frequency range (see Fig. 2).
3 The role of beams in the radiation of a surface
The second example deals with the beam-supported flat board shown in
Fig. 3(a). The goal of the analysis is to assess the difference in radiation
depending on the side of the floor. Since we are interested in taking into ac-
count the shape of the beams, the acoustic domains are not rectangular. For
this reason, models that use analytical modal analysis in the acoustic domains
in order to reduce the computational costs (e.g. [9–11]) cannot be used. The
floor is composed of a wood board and I-shaped beams (73 mm in width
and 140 mm in height). The separation between steel beams is 350 mm. The
rooms dimensions are 4 m × 3.6 m. The structural cross-section is modelled
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considering only the mass and thickness is not enough in order to perform
accurate predictions of sound transmission.
The modelling of flanking transmissions is a typical case where it is often
assumed that the radiation of sound is equal for both faces of a floor. For
instance, the European regulation EN12354 [13] makes this assumption. This
regulation applies to heavy structures, not to lightweight structures. However,
[3] and [4] suggest that the extension of EN12354 to lightweight structures
should rely on the use of adequate values of the radiation efficiency. The
results presented here illustrate that the radiation efficiency can be different
for the two faces of an asymmetrical structure.
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